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“As the mobile platform remains a relatively
underdeveloped part of the restaurant market in the UK,

there is much scope for operators to use smartphone apps
to push more impulsive eating out habits, such as through

‘push’ marketing techniques.”
– Helena Childe, Senior Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Digital discounting opportunities
• Restaurant apps must fit into customers' lifestyles
• Using digital services to tap into consumer demand for immediacy
• Trends towards more digital dining rooms

Social media use is now well ingrained among UK consumers. Foodservice operators are now beginning
to explore these channels, though their presence remains limited. For example, digital technology is
helping brands to insert themselves more seamlessly into consumers’ lifestyles.
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Figure 13: Interest in smartphone services for restaurant apps, February 2015

Deals applied through apps appeal to more than a quarter of diners

Digital loyalty schemes provide opportunities for further prompts

Gamification techniques can help improve engagement with apps

Student venues play on youths’ interest in apps

Using apps to garner useful feedback
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Using food imagery online to build transparency and create buzz
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Video content can also help build familiarity and authenticity

It’s not just about the food as marketing the atmosphere comes to the fore with video content online

Creating more emotive connections with consumers through digital marketing

Guiding choice to create upselling opportunities

Attitudes towards restaurant/takeaway websites
Figure 15: Attitudes towards restaurant/takeaway websites, February 2015

A third of diners like to browse restaurant websites in their leisure time

Video content is helping make the research process more engaging
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